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Saxton Bronze Architectural Signage provides a three-step approach to every custom order:
Consultation: You will not receive adequate custom plaques if we do not understand your needs and
desires. At your consultation, we discuss everything from the purpose of the award or plaque to your
budget. We may go over available materials and show you samples of past work to see if you like
any of them. You are welcome to borrow from another design or combine design elements to create
something different than anything else we’ve completed previously.
Design: Once we understand what you seek, the design process begins. We will choose layouts, artworks, engraving and even present with different combinations of material. You will have the final
word on these designs, as you will have the chance to review, comment and approve before we go to
the last stage: fabrication. If for some reason you decide that you want something different, we will
happily send you another set of mockup proofs that reflect your current desires. Even if you need to
keep to a lower budget, we still offer many options for quality materials.
Fabrication: Saxton Bronze Architectural Signage offers a high quality production process that involves
detailed manufacturing and skilled craftsmanship. Even if you end up staying on the lower end of your
budget, your products are treated with the best care. We do not sacrifice quality just because you
could not afford the most expensive materials. Our reputation is preserved through the good quality
of products, and that means treating everyone well, no matter what their budget.
To order custom bronze plaques for your next recognition ceremony, call Saxton Bronze Architectural
Signage. We look forward to creating your next supply of plaques.
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Products
▪ Cast & Machine Created Plaques		

▪ Architectural ADA Signs

▪ Image Creation Plaques

▪ Natural Wood Donor & Family Trees

▪ Etched Plaques					

▪ Restoring Old Metalic Plaques		

▪ Full Color Metal Imaging			

▪ Other Products

Cast & Machine Created Plaques
Cast and machine created plaques are the longest lasting, most durable products utilized
in recognition, commemoration, dedication and identification, suitable for indoor and
outdoor applications.

Cast Bronze Plaque
with bas-relief image

Cast Bronze Plaque
with flat-relief image
and logo

Cast Bronze Plaque
with bas-relief
portrait
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Cast and Machine Created Plaques

CNC Machine Created in
Brass, Bronze and Aluminum
Plaques

Cast Aluminum Full Color Plaque

Special Shape Cast
Bronze Plaque
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Cast and Machine Created
Bronze Plaque

Cast Aluminum Full Color Plaque

Brass Machine Created Logo

Cast and Machine Created
Bronze Plaque

Custom Made Bronze Logo

Cast Bronze Bent Medallion

Image Creation Plaques
Image Creation Plaques (Image Cast or Perfect Impression) are cast signage with low-relief
dimensional images and text offered at an economical cost suitable for both indoor and
outdoor applications.

Perfect impresson of image,
logo and text creation in Bronze
and Aluminum application

Image Cast Creation

Image creation in
Bronze tone

Dimensional image
creation in Bronze tone

Cast Bronze with image
creation in Bronze tone

Image Cast Creation

Image Cast Creation

Image creation in
Bronze tone and color

Perfect impression of
image in Bronze application
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Etched Plaques
Etched plaques are best utilized with artwork that consists of fine details and small
letterings. This process can produce raised and/or recessed logos, images, characters and
text on Bronze and several other metals.
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Etched Aluminum Plaque Raised characters

Etched Zinc Plaque with
Halftone Photo

Etched Metal Plaque with
Raised and/or recessed
characters

Etched Aluminum Sign with
Raised characters

Etched Plaque and image
on metal applicaiton

Etched Text and Logo Plaque
with Raised characters

Full Color Metal Imaging
The Full Color Metal imagaing process reproduces high resolution full color images,
portraits, maps, detailed photography, virtual textures and vivid patterns on a variety of
materials such as aluminum and stainless steel. Attractive and very durable, this method
inherits physical strenght similar to powder coating.

Full Color image application on aluminum
plaque

Cast Metal with Photo on Metal Image

Full Color image on metal attached on an
etched plaque

Photo on metal Image
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Architectural ADA Signs
Saxton Bronze can accommodate your ADA signage by providing cast signs, machine
created all acrylic (plastic) signs and a combination of metal and acrylic (plastic) signs,
which can be offered with or without Braille. Our Architectural Signage Coordinator looks
forward to assisting you to find the best application for your project.
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ADA Compliant Accessible Women’s
Restroom Wall Bronze Sign

ADA Compliant Accessible Unisex
Wall Aluminum Sign

ADA Compliant Accessible Men’s
Restroom Wall Aluminum Sign

ADA Compliant Accessible Women’s
Restroom Door Bronze Sign

ADA Compliant Accessible Unisex
Door Aluminum Sign

ADA Compliant Accessible Men’s
Restroom Door Aluminum Sign

ADA Compliant Escalator
Aluminum Sign

ADA Compliant All Gender
Restroom Aluminum Sign

ADA Compliant Elevator
Aluminum Sign

Natural Wood Donor and Family Trees
Natural Wood Donor and Family Trees are a great option to recognize donors or
capture the linage of a family in a creative and artistic medium. They consist of a trunk,
top portion (foliage portion) and leaves that attach to the foliage portion. Our NEW
Natural Wood Trees are professionally made by carving the tree trunk using natural wood
in a variety of thicknesses.
The top acrylic portion of all trees (foliage portion) can be manufactured from clear or
colored acrylic and include your choice of brass (gold-color), nickel-silver and copper
leaves that can be expandable from 35 to 450 leaves.
Our current product lines of Natural Wood Donor Trees are manufactured using real
Mahogany wood and include designs SAXT1 and SAXT2. We can customize the color
based on your preferences.

SAXT2L

SAXT1L

SAXT1M

SAXT1S
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Natural Wood Donor and Family Trees
If you have your own digital family tree and like to physically preserve it in a
beautiful presentation, Saxton Bronze offers three options.
Family trees are available in Large, Medium and Small sizes. The largest size is most
suitable for direct wall mounting applications. The medium size is custom framed and the
smallest size is attached to a wooden plaque. Both medium and small can then be hung
to a wall. The small tree design can be used by an organization as a Perpetual Recognition
Award for employees.
Saxton Bronze offers consultation, design and fabricating methods in accordance with
clients’ budget and schedule.
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Wall Mounting Family Tree Applicaiton

Family Tree Branches

Framed Natural Wood
Family Tree Application

Small Natural Wood
Custom Plaque Family Tree Application

Restoring Old Metallic Plaques
Saxton Bronze can refurbish and restore an older bronze, aluminum or brass plaque to
good condition at a reasonable cost. Plaques will be sandblasted and machined down to
the raw metal in order to remove the old finish and discoloration. The background color
is then applied followed by hand sanding of raised areas. The last step is the
application of a quality 2-componant protective clear coat. The refinished plaque will look
as good as new.

Old Plaque

Restored Plaque

Old Plaque

Restored Plaque

Old Plaque

Restored Plaque
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Cast and Cut Letters
Cast Letters are available in aluminum, brass and bronze and in fill range of standard
finishes.
Whether your project consists of outlined or joined script letters, multi-level logotypes, a
combination of small cast letters with other sign materials including different painted
colors and much more, with Cast Letters it is all doable.
Cast Letters have the added benefit of being extremely customizable and with general
standard letter styles ordering is both easy and economical!

Cast Letters

Cast Letters

Waterjet Cut Letters provide a great visual, stand-out appeal for both interior and exterior
usage. Similar to Cast Letter, the difference is that Waterject Cut Letters are flat, making
them the more economical choice for certain simple applications.
Waterjet or Machine cet letters are available in aluminum, brass, bronze or stainless steel.
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Machine Cut Letters

Water-jet Cut Letters

Other Products
Saxton Bronze is the Architectural Signage Division of Saxton Industrial Inc., a world-wide
supplier of the highest quality, custom-made trophies and recognition awards.
Our 40,000 square feet of manufacturing facility located in Glendale, California is capable
of meeting any of your recognition, commemoration, dedication and identification needs.
Please visit our website at www.saxtonbronze.com and www.saxtonindustrial.com where
you can review the different products that we offer, including the Military Seals, and obtain ideas for your next project. You can also visit the Picture Galleries section to view various cast bronze and aluminum plaques as well as many other products. If you require any
assistance please feel free to contact us.

Standard Military Seals in Bronze, Aluminum and Brass

Standard Military Seals in Bronze, Aluminum and Brass

▪ Among other products, we also offer custom made Carved Wood and HDU signs
and plaques. Please contact us at order@saxtonbronze.com for more details.
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